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What is retailer 
media?

According to the Cambridge dictionary, 
retail media is the use in stores of video, 
magazines, special displays, etc., to 
advertise a product, service, or brand.

But RETAILER media is so much more.  
Yes, it includes using space on retail 
platforms to promote brands and products, 
but the real growth is happening outside of 
that. Retailers can now sell an ad on ESPN 
for Gatorade or can track if a Disney 
Channel viewer later bought merchandise 
in store. Welcome to the hot new pathway 
to incremental growth.  

Source: Kantar, Dictionary.cambridge.org

Q A
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1. Direct results are now media imperatives
As marketing is redefined and new consumer purchasing paths captured, currency and measurement must move from 
impressions to outcomes. Future innovation will require both human and machine working in tandem. This means that ad 
formats must be brand safe and have clear measurement and attribution built in.

2. Retail Media is getting bigger and bigger (and COVID-19 was the accelerant)
Some retailers, spurred by the pandemic and accelerated changes in digitally forced shopping habits, have already evolved into 
media companies and are building incredible strength.

3. No more (or much less) 3rd party data
The day of reconning is here and in general, the industry is ill prepared for the loss of third-party cookies and identifiers. This is 
forcing brands to make massive shifts to build out a 1st party strategy and a marketing mix that works. 

4. From Recession to Compression 
For many verticals, the journey from discovery to purchase is being compressed. What might have once been 30+ day 
decision-making time frame can be as simple and spontaneous as purchasing a pack of gum at checkout. Deeply 
understanding consumer decision points and applying the right marketing with measured ROMI (return on marketing 
investment) is critical. 

Source: Kantar

Why is it important that we talk about this? 

4 Big Reasons:
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For Amazon in Q3 2019, subscription services, 
AWS, and advertising drove the highest growth 
rates.

§ The third-party seller growth rate was higher than the first-

party rate (27% versus 21%) as Amazon continues to invest 

in more tools for its sellers. 

§ Subscription services were up 34% driven by Prime 

expansion.

§ AWS was up 35% due to customer, product, and geographic 

expansion.

§ Other (primarily ad sales) grew 44%, with advertising 

revenue growing at an even higher rate.

Source: Kantar, Amazon company reports, U.S. Department of Commerce 

Why is retailer media blowing up? 

Retailers increasingly need to supplement the revenue they 
make from selling goods with other sources of either top-line 
sales or bottom-line profit. 

THERE ARE TWO KEY REASONS FOR THIS NEED:

§ Amazon makes a lot of money on ventures other than selling retail goods 

that it can invest into other areas of its business, including competitive 

pricing and technology investment.

§ Shoppers are spending less on physical goods than they did in the past. 

Between 2000 and 2024, more than $800 billion in spending will shift from 

goods to services, according to government estimates.  

Retailers need to find a way to make up for the dollars shifting 
away from goods. At the same time, they want a piece of the 
low-asset, high-margin business that Amazon is using to fuel 
its business.  
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Amazon’s ‘Ads and other’ business did $12.5bn of revenue in 2020. 

Walmart, Target, Kroger all want a piece of this high-profit revenue. 
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ADVERTISING

Source: Kantar, Aws.amazon.com, Amazon.com, Emarketer.com, About.google, Facebook.com

How do Facebook and Google fit into this?

Google and Facebook are still 
significantly bigger than even the 
biggest retailer media business, 
Amazon. However, retailer media is 
growing at a faster rate than Google 
or Facebook media spend.  U.S. net digital ad revenue share

37.2% 22.1% 8.8%

-2.6% +1.4% +29.4%

U.S. net digital ad revenue growth

8
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Examples of secondary players 
entering the media space via 
partnerships

Source: Kantar

Who are the key players?

A broad spectrum of players is looking to get into this space

The retailer media space to date has four big players

Formerly Target Media NetworkFormerly Walmart Media Group

Formerly AMG 

9



10Source: Kantar, tinuiti.com
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Key retailer profiles
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“Closed-loop management” to understand ROI, 
including brand lift, percent of exposed shoppers, 

search lift, product view lift, add to cart, etc.  

Ad space on Walmart 
digital assets

Ad space on non-Walmart
digital assets 

Digital or print communication 
sent to customers

Digital or other communication 
vehicles for in-store shoppers 

Walmart/Walmart Connect 
Goal: Shift spending to Walmart and away from Google, Facebook, Amazon, et al.; drive a new revenue (and profit) stream; 
provide omnichannel advertising and ROI

Source: Kantar

§ Search, display, video
§ VUDU on-demand streaming 

platform
§ Self-serve ad platform powered 

by acquisition of Polymorph, an 
automated ad tech startup

§ Ads “across the open web”
§ “Power of Walmart” behind SEM 

strategy

§ Online Grocery emails feature 
brand placement for occasions, 
new product trial, and more

§ Standard Walmart.com emails 
also occasionally feature 
brands

§ Mail communications to trial 
Online Grocery (not usually any 
brand presence here)

§ In-Store Media: Smart Network 
in-store TV

§ Primary focus is using the 
store as a media channel and 
figuring out ways to add to the 
customer experience

Unknown; still building 
internal team this summer

1. Walmart 
vendors

2. Marketing and 
advertising firms
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Why Walmart Connect?

Source: Kantar

§ Walmart has data on 150 million shoppers 
per week.

§ “Closed loop” measurement of ROI can determine whether 
an ad/impression drove sales in store as well as online.

§ Walmart customers like to research products before they buy 
- 35% of our in-store customers visit Walmart.com shortly 
before heading to their local Walmart store.

§ Historically, Walmart’s shopper data has been “traceable 
tender” showing how shoppers shop at and interact with 
Walmart — not across platforms/retailers. 

§ Walmart has always kept its data close to the vest. There is 
no telling if it will share what it learns or knows in the case of 
ad buying. 

§ Walmart says it reaches 150 million visitors per week at 
stores and digital properties, 90% of American shoppers 
every year.

§ Among those 150 million, Walmart’s “omnichannel” 
(store and eCommerce) shoppers spend twice as much 
with Walmart over time.

§ Walmart says it will help brands understand whether they 
drove a sale in store as well as online.
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Planning, targeting,
execution, measurement

Ad space on Kroger 
digital assets

Ad space on non-Kroger
digital assets 

Digital or print communication 
sent to customers

Digital or other communication 
vehicles for in-store shoppers 

Kroger/84.51° Media strategy

Goal: Get suppliers to invest dollars with Kroger that they are spending elsewhere

Source: Kroger Investor Day, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 2019 Consumer & Retail Technology Conference

§ Advertisers can influence 
where ads show up on site

§ On Google search
§ CPGs bidding in real time
§ Access to 60MM households 

§ Ads on sites like ESPN
§ Viewable impressions north 

of 70% versus industry average 
of 50%

§ Allows ads not to follow you 
around; once shopper buys 
product, you can take ad down 
for a while

§ Best Customer Communication 
(mature program)

§ Started commercialization 
of EDGE in Cincinnati market 

§ Partnership with Microsoft 
to be offered to other retailers 
eventually

§ Evaluating other disruptive 
marketing tactics (since half of 
decisions are made in store)

§ Store is a showroom; disrupt 
the trip with entertainment

~20% YOY1. CPG 2. Entertainment
companies

3. All other
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Why Kroger/84.51° Media?

Source: Kantar, Kroger company reports 

§ Measurement may be more holistic than other 
media providers and connects to total 
campaigns or broader marketing efforts.

§ The goal is to provide more transparency on 
media ROI than other companies.

§ 11 millions transactions a day is smaller scale 
than other key retailer media networks.

§ Measurement may be less granular than with 
some other media providers.

§ Ability to tie back to instore OR online purchase given.

§ Ability to shut ad off when shopper has made purchase.

§ 96% of transactions happen on loyalty card.

§ Insights and analytics background of 84.51° gives 
potential for holistic insights.
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Self-service planning and execution with 
a variety of advanced metrics for measurement

Ad space on amazon.com Ad space on non-Amazon
digital assets 

Digital or print communication 
sent to customers

Digital or other communication 
vehicles for in-store shoppers 

Amazon Advertising strategy

Goal: Drive incremental and profitable revenue

Source: Kantar, Advertising.amazon.com, Amazon financial reports

§ Sponsored products
§ Sponsored brands 
§ Sponsored display (beta)
§ Stores
§ Display ads
§ Video ads on site and devices
§ Custom ads online and offline
§ Amazon demand-side platform
§ Livestreaming
§ Twitch

§ Sponsored display (beta) offers 
self-service advertising on and 
off Amazon

§ Display ads across the web
§ Video ads across the web
§ Custom ads online and offline
§ Amazon demand-side platform

§ Prime membership
§ Amazon holiday toy catalog
§ Unboxing events during Prime 

Day
§ Amazon stories/opt-in emails
§ Smiles codes and packaging

§ Prime member deal signage at 
Whole Foods

§ Advertising Prime at Amazon 
Books

§ Smart home advertising at 
Amazon 4-Star

§ Amazon devices on display 
across select Whole Foods

§ Treasure Truck

~38%+ YOY1. Vendors 2. Sellers 3. All other
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Why Amazon Advertising?

Source: Kantar; ShopperScape® June 2019; Advertising.amazon.com

§ Advanced measurement techniques and tools 
for advertisers to demonstrate impact to sales

§ Massive reach and frequency as leader in 
eCommerce

§ Limited exposure to Amazon advertising team 
except for custom advertising at higher budget 
levels

§ Massive reach and high shopping frequencies

§ Amazon has 65% shopper penetration across U.S. 
households (likely more now due to COVID-19)

§ Prime members comprise 50% of U.S. households.

§ 10% of Prime members shop daily; 50% shop weekly.

§ Amazon’s audience is in a shopping mindset; 
approximately 50% of all product searches start on 
Amazon.
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Creative, ad placement, targeting, 
measurement 

Ad space on Target 
digital assets

Ad space on non-Target
digital assets 

Purchase insight for brands 
that purchase TV spots Creating imagery and copy 

Target/Roundel strategy
Goal: Use Target’s insights to create smart, personalized campaigns that connect guests to information and offers they will find
relevant, while driving incremental revenue and business verticals for Target 

Source: Kantar, company website 

§ Search, display, video

§ Self-serve ad platform powered 
by acquisition of Polymorph, an 
automated ad tech startup

§ Campaigns pushed to 150+ 
“brand-safe” platforms, 
including Pinterest, NBC 
Universal, and Popsugar, as 
well as social media and 
linear TV

§ Expanding to other 
businesses that align with 
guest interest: travel, financial 
services, automotive

§ With partner iSpot,Target is 
able to provide data on the 
effectiveness of brands sold at 
Target

§ Target and iSpot can connect 
which television ads a shopper 
viewed and then determine 
what the shopper bought

§ Aiming to offer end-to-end 
services, Roundel clients have 
the option to start the 
relationship further upstream 
than targeting and analytics  

Up to double-digital sales growth 1. Target 
vendors

2.  Brands with products not 
sold at Target stores

TV ANALYTICS CREATIVE SERVICES
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Why Roundel (formerly Target Media Network)?

Source: Kantar, company website, Adweek

§ A partnership with Index Exchange allows media 
buyers to use their own demand-side platform.  
Essentially you can access Target’s data using 
your own platform. 

§ Like may areas of Target’s core business, 
Roundel can be more guarded with ad 
placement, promising “brand-safe” placement.  

§ As the group withdraws from parent company 
Target, there could be less integration with key 
retailer suppliers.

§ Since Roundel is newer to the media space, 
benchmarks are lacking and answering the 
question “what does good look like?” is more 
difficult.

§ Focus outside of just retail and CPG creates 
opportunities for broader, holistic partnerships. 
§ Example: Partnering with the Disney Cruise Line to 

place media for shoppers who have purchased Disney 
merchandise

§ Target’s affluent shoppers make them desirable targets 
for brands in or outside of the CPG/retail industry.  
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Let’s look at some examples 
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What’s next?
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Will the media business just eat into supplier trade spend?

§ Retailers are hoping that their media businesses do not eat into trade 
dollars, but instead give them access to a new pool of brand and 
media dollars.

§ That means retailer media must produce results and measurements 
that brand and media teams are used to seeing.

What are the media opportunities outside CPG/retailer 
suppliers?
§ While each retailer is approaching working with media buyers outside 

their core supplier group differently, most are doing it to some extent.
§ The pro of working outside the retailer network is that the size of the 

pie gets much bigger.
§ The con is ensuring that the retailer can meet the needs of its key 

partners and not damage shopper trust to grow.

Common questions about retailer media

Source: Kantar
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Expansion
§ New types of media: Expect to see retailers moving into more and new types 

of media. That could mean selling space on evolving in-store digital assets or 
moving into channels like television.  

§ New buyers: Retailers hold the key to valuable and specific audiences. We 
have already seen retailers work with partners outside the industry like travel 
companies. Expect this trend to push future outside the retail ecosystem. 

Evolving measurement and reporting 
§ Most retailer media groups have some work to do before they can produce the 

granular measurement that traditional media companies or even Amazon 
produce. However, they are also working to challenge the status quo on 
current media reporting. Retailers can provide more holistic campaign 
reporting as well as more transparency on end purchases. They do not just 
want to replicate. They aim to approach measurement differently.  

Source: Kantar

Retailer media outlook

What’s next?
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For further information please refer to
www.KRIQ.com

Contact:
Reid Greenberg
EVP Omnichannel

T:   +1.802.355.4474

reid.greenberg@kantar.com

@Kantar

www.kantar.com/consulting
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Notice

No part of these materials may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, including photography, recording, or any information storage and 
retrieval system now known or to be invented, without the express written permission of 
Kantar Consulting LLC. The printing of any copies for backup is also strictly prohibited.

Disclaimers

The analyses and conclusions presented in these materials represent the opinions of Kantar
Consulting LLC. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect the views of the management of 
the retailer(s) under discussion. These materials are not endorsed or otherwise supported by the 
management of any of the companies or organizations discussed herein. 
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